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1.0 Executive Summary
1.1.

Introduction

Western Power must ensure that connections to its network are safe. There must be a
controlled process for making connections that includes the deployment of appropriately
trained workers and a testing regime that requires every installation to be tested in an
approved manner before it is connected. In recent times a number of incorrect service
connections were made by Western Power and electrical contractors. The incorrect
connections, usually crossovers of the active and neutral conductors to the consumers’
meter, were not detected by testing at the time of connection. As a result, people were
placed in danger of electrocution from parts of the installation that should have been at earth
potential but were energised. In April 2007, Western Power introduced the Service Connect
Scheme to improve the processes aimed at preventing such cases of incorrect connection.
The incidents continued, therefore EnergySafety required Western Power to make
improvements to the test procedures in its Service Connect Scheme (“Scheme”). As a
result, Western Power modified its test procedure and issued a revised test sheet. These
changes were introduced by Western Power on 17 December 2008. The main changes to
the test procedure were the introduction of an independent earth reference connection during
the test, the mandatory recording of test readings and verification of the integrity of the
consumers’ neutral conductor.
Regrettably further incidents of incorrect connection have occurred since. This audit sets out
to identify the reasons why incorrect connections are still occurring.

1.2.

Audit Conclusions

Several factors contribute to the persistence of incorrect connections. They are all within the
control of Western Power and are the result of its failure to properly implement a satisfactory
service connection scheme and to ensure that its service apparatus is consistently and
correctly tested for correct polarity and earthing by properly trained persons.
The lack of training of workers and contractors, and the failure of Western Power to audit and
manage its own process and to verify that correct testing procedures are being carried out,
mean further incorrect connections, with the attendant risk to human life, are probable.

1.3.

Key Findings and Recommendations

The audit found that:
1. Many workers and contractors accredited under the Scheme are not trained on how to
conduct the required tests. This has come about because workers employed under an
outdated scheme (known as “H” accreditation) were admitted into the Service Connect
Scheme, which the Scheme allows, without further training being required, when the
Scheme was introduced in April 2007 [Appendix A, Table 1].
This finding is supported by a survey of a sample of Service Connect workers conducted
by EnergySafety in which 48% of the respondents admitted to not having ever had any
training in testing service connections and none reported to have received training
specific to the revised testing procedures introduced in December 2008 [Appendix A,
Table 2].
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Recommendation 1: All service connect scheme workers must be trained and
assessed as competent in the testing of service apparatus. Workers who are not
trained and assessed as competent must be removed from the scheme.

2. The modified test requirements are not being carried out. In particular an independent
earth reference to test for active/neutral crossover is not being consistently used. 57% of
the respondents to the survey did not demonstrate an understanding of their
responsibilities, 43% did not use an independent earth reference connection and 71%
were not using the updated test sheet [Appendix A, Table 3].

Recommendation 2: Western Power must re-test all new service connections until
competency of service connect scheme workers can be assured.

3. A large proportion of workers, although accredited by Western Power under the Scheme
to make and test service connections, rarely if ever do so. In the survey mentioned
above, 38% of the respondents had not made a service connection in the past year and
58% had not made one in the previous month [Appendix A, Table 2].

Recommendation 3: Workers must be removed from the service connect scheme
where they do not regularly carry out service connections.

4. Electrical contractors registered on the Scheme are required to notify Western Power if a
Scheme worker commences or leaves their employ. Of eight randomly selected
contractors interviewed, only three of the five who employ ten or more workers had
complied with this requirement [Appendix A, Table 4].

Recommendation 4: Western Power must ensure that its scheme members comply
with the scheme (through regular audits including assessing the competence of the
workers to carry out correct testing). Non complying members and workers must be
removed from the Scheme and not reinstated to the scheme until they are assessed as
competent and Western Power can be confident that further non compliances won’t
occur.

5. Service Connect Scheme contractors are required to conduct annual audits of those of
their employees who are registered with the Scheme. Only 10% of the workers
questioned in the above survey said they had ever been subjected to an audit conducted
by their employer. The Scheme does not require the sponsoring electrical contractor to
undergo any specific training [Appendix A, Table 2].

Recommendation 5: All contractors who nominate for the service connect scheme
must undertake Appropriate training and pass a competency assessment.

6. Although Western Power purports to conduct a file audit of 20% of contractors each year,
it does not have a documented audit process that sets out objectives, processes and
standards. The audits that Western Power conducts simply verify the existence of
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documents listed on an audit form which is very superficial [Appendix C]. If the audit
reveals an anomaly, Western Power writes to the contractor to demand that the matter be
rectified but has no process to verify compliance. Of 435 audits conducted by Western
Power over the period July 2007 through September 2010, only two, or less than half of
one percent failed; demonstrating not a healthy state of affairs, but on the contrary, an
inadequate auditing process [Appendix A, Table 5].

Recommendation 6: Western Power must implement a comprehensive audit process
and plan for the service connect scheme including an audit of the competence of the
scheme participants to meet the management and testing requirements.

7. 1,896 electrical contractors are registered by Western Power as employers of Service
Connect Scheme workers, and 1,497 or 79% of these are sole person enterprises
[Appendix A, Table 6]. Although Scheme workers are required to be audited by their
employer every year, the survey sample revealed that only 11% of contractors had ever
carried out an audit. Clearly most workers registered on the Scheme are not being
audited [Appendix A, Table 4]

Recommendation 7: The scheme shall ensure separation between the manager of the
scheme and the worker. For single person contractors, an alternative system which
demonstrates independent separation must be implemented.

8. The worker who makes the service connection is also the person who tests it. Given that
only a small percentage of workers have been trained and assessed as competent, the
confidence that could normally be based upon a testing regime is severely diminished.
[Appendix A, Table 7].

Recommendation 8: The scheme shall ensure the worker who carried out the service
connection is not the same person who tests it, and both authorised persons sign the
test form. Where this cannot be achieved, then a compliable system which ensures
appropriate checking must be applied.

9. After the completion of the tests required by the Service Connect Scheme, no final safety
check is made after the re-connection of the neutral conductor, which leaves doubt as to
whether a fault has been introduced when making the reconnection.

Recommendation 9: A final and separate test be introduced to ensure that the
installed earth, the neutral and the conductive parts of the meter enclosure are at zero
potential with respect to true earth. This test is to be conducted when the neutral
conductor has been reinstated after the test and repeated when the installation is finally
energised.
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2.0 Western Power’s Connection Responsibilities
Western Power transmits and distributes electricity to consumers in the South West
Interconnected System, and has approximately 960,000 consumers supplied through low
voltage meters. Each year it makes between 25,000 and 30,000 new low voltage
connections, virtually all of which now, are to underground pillars. Since the late 1990s, it
has relied increasingly upon the electrical contracting industry to connect consumers to its
low voltage network. Before then, these connections were always made by its own directly
employed personnel.
If a consumer connection is made such that the active and neutral conductors from the
network cable pillar are not connected to the corresponding conductors in the consumer’s
installation, or if the neutral connection to the supply main neutral has not been made, a
dangerous situation is created, making it possible to receive an electric shock from electrical
appliances, water or gas pipes, or the meter enclosure itself. To confirm that an installation
is safe, tests must be conducted at the meter at the time of the connection.
Western Power is responsible for the safety of connections to consumers as follows:
1. It has a duty of care to ensure the safety of the public in respect to supply of
electricity.
2. It is required by the Electricity Act 1945 Section 25(1)(a) to maintain its service
apparatus on the premises of any consumer, in a safe and fit condition for supplying
electricity.
3. It is required by the Electricity Regulations 1947 Regulation 242(1)(b) before
supplying electricity to any place to ensure that it has been presented with a Notice of
Completion by an electrical contractor or the holder of an in house electrical work
licence holder, certifying that the installation complies with the regulations and is safe.
4. It may authorise persons who may then insert the ends of the consumer’s mains into
any service fuse, meter, indicator, current limiter or other device for which it is
responsible.

2.1.
The Service Connect
Accreditation Scheme

Scheme

Replaced

the

“H”

On 1 July 1998, Western Power began to permit electrical contractors to make connections
to the metropolitan network and on 1 July 1999 in the country. On 1 July 1998, it introduced
a system, commonly known as “H” accreditation, for workers making these connections.
From the number of incidents of incorrect and unsafe connections being made, it was evident
that the scheme was not working. In April 2007, the Service Connect Scheme was launched
to replace “H” Accreditation. It was designed to make electrical contractors accountable for
workers registered on the scheme, introducing a requirement that a worker would have to be
nominated by an electrical contractor.
Shortly after the Scheme’s introduction, further incidents involving undetected unsafe
connections occurred. EnergySafety commenced discussions with Western Power on a
proposed order for Western Power to upgrade its service connection test process. The
major changes to the procedure agreed to by Western Power included:
1. Removal where necessary of the neutral link from the meter board.
2. Requirement to temporarily disconnect the load neutral from the meter.
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3. Requirement to install a temporary independent earth for testing purpoes.
4. Requirement to use a voltmeter instead of test lamps to conduct the test and to record
measured voltages.
5. Requirement to test the integrity of the consumers’ neutral.
6. The adoption of standard approved test procedures throughout Western Power’s
network.
7. A new test sheet incorporating the above changes was introduced to replace the existing
form, which reflected a flawed test procedure.
8. Since these changes were made, further incidents of undetected unsafe connections
have occurred [Appendix A, Table 9]

2.2.
The Importance of Testing in Achieving Error Rates
Approaching Zero
An improvement of several orders of magnitude in safety can be achieved by testing of every
connection and this is the only way in which an acceptable standard of safety of service
connections could be achieved. Western Power’s present performance is approximately
one undetected fault in every 4,000 connections (seven incidents in 25,000 – 30,000
connections). A much more acceptable level of safety i.e. less than one exposure to fatality
in every million connections1 could be achieved by an effective testing regime coupled with a
high standard of competence in making service connections. The Scheme requires the
person who makes a connection to also test it. Clearly, when many workers who don’t
possess the necessary competence are carrying out both the connection and the testing of
the same installations, the expected result will be a frequent occurrence of unsafe
connections.

1

There is significant agreement on this threshold figure, for example Energy Networks Association
“Power System Earthing Guide EG-0.”
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3.0 Audit Focus and Approach
The audit objective was to determine whether Western Power’s Service Connect Scheme is
capable of consistently ensuring that any connection made to the network will be safe and
will comply with all legislated requirements.
The audit examined:
1. Incidents that have occurred when unsafe connections were made and not detected by
Western Power’s test procedures, to ascertain the extent to which deficiencies in the
design, implementation and control of the Scheme contributed to the incidents.
2. The design of Western Power’s Scheme, to determine whether it has the intrinsic
capability to achieve its stated objectives.
3. Processes inside Western Power, to determine the extent to which it monitors, controls
and improves its Scheme to ensure that its objectives continue to be met and that
shortcomings identified are rectified.
4. Implementation of the Scheme in the field where consumer connections are being made,
to determine the extent to which the Scheme requirements are understood and are being
correctly put into practice by properly authorised and competent electrical workers and
contractors.
5. Whether service connections are being made by persons not registered on the Scheme.
The audit did not examine:
1. Processes for making and testing connections to large consumers supplied at high
voltage or which draw a high current where consumption is measured by voltage and
current transformers.
2. Consumer connections to overhead low voltage mains by aerial conductors.
3. Western Power’s Contractor Connect Scheme which permits a metered installation to be
left connected to the electricity supply.
4. Processes and incidents that took place before Western Power introduced its Scheme on
1 April 2007.
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4.0 The Service Connect Scheme
The Scheme allows workers in the electrical contracting industry to make connections of
consumer installations that are supplied from a low voltage underground pillar. The concept
was introduced in the late 1990s by Western Power as part of its internal reforms to improve
productivity, flexibility and customer service. The scheme aims to make a pool of workers
who are authorised to make service connections, available to electrical contractors. While
there are benefits from such an arrangement, it presents a challenge for Western Power to
maintain an acceptable level of safety. To ensure that connections are made safely and
properly tested, the Scheme requires each such worker to be trained and authorised to make
and test service connections and for the worker and the contractor to be accountable.
The requirements for the making and testing of service connections are published by
Western Power on its website in a document entitled “Service Connect Scheme Guidelines”
[Appendix D].
The Scheme applies to new connections to the low voltage underground distribution system
between the cable connection pillar and the consumer’s meter. When the connection has
been made and tested, the test form is completed by the Scheme worker, then filed by the
sponsoring electrical contractor who also sends the Notice of Completion of the electrical
installation to Western Power. When the data from the Notice of Completion is loaded into
Western Power’s computer system, a check is made against the electrical worker licence
number. If the worker is not registered on the Scheme, a mismatch report is generated.
Apart from when a file audit is conducted, Western Power does not see the test form.
Additionally, when a mismatch occurs, there is no system to inspect and re-test the
connection. A flow diagram of the Scheme is shown in Appendix B.
When the Scheme was introduced in April 2007, provision was made for workers formerly
authorised under the “H” accreditation scheme to transfer to the Service Connect Scheme.
To do so, the worker had simply to be nominated by an electrical contractor. The worker was
given two years to be nominated, and provided that this was done, no further training was
required. Some 1860 workers transferred from “H” accreditation to the Service Connect
Scheme in this way.
The process for registration of workers and contractors on the Scheme is described in
Western Power’s document entitled: “Connection Scheme Registration Process” DM#
6685744v1 [Appendix D]. A qualified electrician whose licence is endorsed “Electrical
Mechanic” may become an accredited Service Connect worker after completing an approved
training course and being nominated by an electrical contractor. Western Power’s records
show that 2,281 workers have been registered in this way after having qualified through a
Service Connect Scheme training course [Appendix A, Table 1]. This figure however is not
credible because the only provider of Service Connect training is the College of Electrical
Training, a body of the National Electrical Contractors’ Association, which has trained only
749 workers since the Scheme’s inception [Appendix A, Table 7]. The magnitude of this
discrepancy, which Western Power has been unable to explain satisfactorily, indicates a
major systemic problem.
At the time of the audit, there were 4,141 electrical workers who had been authorised by
Western Power to make service connections. Of these, 1051 have not been nominated by
an electrical contractor and are now effectively removed from the Scheme [Appendix A,
Table 6].
The Scheme does not prevent qualified single-person contractors from nominating
themselves as the service connect worker. 1497 contractors (79%) and workers (48%) are
one and the same person [Appendix A, Table 6].
A2039055 v. 30.0
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There are 790 former “H” Accredited workers who did not transfer to the Scheme and an
additional 343 who may or may not have, since they can not be identified by reason of the
electrical worker licence number having not been recorded. This is a serious issue because
they could now be working outside the system and if so almost certainly following old test
procedures [Appendix A, Table 8]. That non registered workers are carrying out service
connections has been verified by Western Power through data mismatches. The number of
mismatches was initially very high but has reduced from 120 (around 6%) in March 2009 to
15 (around 0.7%) in late 2010. This is an eight fold improvement over twenty or so months,
however the trend has levelled out at around fifteen per month which is not acceptable
[Appendix A, Graph 1].

4.1.

Workforce Competencies

A major flaw in the design of the Scheme arises because former “H” accredited workers were
allowed to transfer to the Scheme without any training. The large number of these workers
compounds this shortcoming. The critical changes that have been made to the Service
Connect testing procedure since its introduction are therefore unlikely to be understood and
enacted by at least 1860 or 45% of the Scheme workers. The survey referred to above
revealed that only 10% of the respondents had received training since the introduction of the
Scheme and none had received training since the new test method was introduced in
December 2008 [Appendix A, Table 2]. Although in the latter case the small sample size
could have given a falsely low indication of the number in the population statistic, given that
the College of Electrical Training has trained 499 persons or just over 10% of the Scheme
workforce since December 2008. A follow-up interview with a group of those surveyed
confirmed a poor level of understanding of service connect and a frequent lack of awareness
of key aspects of the testing procedures [Appendix A, Table 3].
Allowing contractors to nominate themselves as the Scheme worker has resulted in this
becoming the prevailing arrangement. This has proven to be unsatisfactory, as verified by a
sample study showing an unacceptably low level of compliance by such contractors with the
Scheme’s requirements, both administrative and technical [Appendix A, Table 4].
Allowing workers to remain service connect accredited when they are not regularly making
connections is a safety concern. A person who has not conducted a service connect test for
several years would have difficulty in doing it correctly. The test depends upon the worker
clearly understanding the task, what the precise procedures are and how to interpret the test
results. The survey quoted above confirmed a lack of regular practice that is likely to have
contributed to the generally poor level of understanding of the Scheme requirements
[Appendix A, Table 2].
The Scheme requires the contractor to conduct regular audits of their nominated workers.
The intention behind this is to ensure that the workers are regularly assessed and, if
shortcomings in competency are revealed, they can be rectified. This requirement depends
upon the auditor knowing what the requirements are. Since contractors are not required to
be trained, and since the majority of workers have had no training either, these audits cannot
be effective. The survey cited above found that, with a few exceptions, the audits are not
conducted and that the majority of contractors in any case do not understand the service
connect test requirements [Appendix A, Tables 2 and 4].
Contractors employing Scheme workers are subject to file audits by Western Power which
are conducted by clerical staff. Western Power purports to audit 20% of them each year.
Apart from verifying the correct completion and filing of documents, no attempt is made by
Western Power through this audit scheme to ascertain the level of competency of contractors
and workers registered on the Scheme. Furthermore since notice is given of audits, the
contractors have an opportunity to put their houses in order before the audit commences.
When Western Power discovers a file anomaly during the audit, it either removes the
contractor from the Scheme or it advises the contractor in writing that it will be removed if the
A2039055 v. 30.0
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fault has not being rectified within a given time. This letter is then filed and no further followup action is taken or visit made. Western Power’s audit system has no plan or stated
objectives that are directed to reducing the incidence of undetected unsafe service
connections. Very rarely do the audits reveal a non compliance.

4.2.

Incidences of Incorrect Connections

Since the introduction of the Scheme, at least fifteen incidents of unsafe connections
undetected by tests have occurred. All of the workers involved had transferred from the “H”
accreditation scheme. The incidents mainly involved the cross-over of the active and neutral
conductors between the supply and the load side of the meter, usually by connecting ANAN
instead of ANNA at the meter terminals, then failing to detect this mistake through testing
[Appendix A, Table 9].
Until December 2008, the test procedure prescribed under the Scheme was the same as
prescribed under the “H” Accreditation Scheme. The procedure was flawed, in that it would
not necessarily detect a cross-over of the active and neutral conductors at the meter. A new
procedure was introduced from December 2008 requiring an independent earth reference for
the test. A revised test form was also issued at that time [Appendix D].
Failure to detect a cross-over of active and neutral conductors could therefore arise either
from not conducting any test or by carrying out the test using the method prescribed under
the “H” Accreditation system and under the Service Connect Scheme itself until December
2008. Given that a survey of both workers and contractors registered under the Scheme
revealed a lack of awareness of the requirement to use an independent earth reference
during the test, it is likely that the mistakes had more to do with the Scheme’s implementation
and less to do with any carelessness or ineptness of workers, who may well have been
diligently following the outdated and deficient test procedure. This being the case, and in the
light of the argument above on the importance of testing, it is not surprising that incidents are
incurring.
Almost half of the present Scheme workers transferred directly from the “H” Accreditation
Scheme without further training. Of the remainder a high percentage received their training
before the requirement for an independent earth or neutral integrity was included in the test
procedure. Making such a fundamental change to the system without requiring the retraining of all Scheme workers and contractors, demonstrated a lack of concern for public
safety.

4.3.

Public Safety is at Risk

Incorrect service connections are without any doubt a hazard to life. The only way to make
sure that no life is lost because of incorrect service connections is firstly, to ensure that they
are made correctly and secondly, to conduct a test to verify that they are made correctly
(both required under the Scheme). A third safeguard is either to be certain that the
connections have not been altered, either in the process of returning connections to normal
after the completion of the test or by the action of others, by inserting the customer links
immediately after the test has been done and testing that the installation earth and neutral
are at true earth potential (not a Scheme function), or by doing the same tests when the
service links are finally inserted (not required under the Scheme). Any time lapse between
service connect testing and final connection leaves open the possibility for the connections to
be changed. The lack of a requirement to test the installation immediately before the final
connection is an inherent weakness in the design of the Scheme.
The Scheme fails to meet its objective because the workforce involved is not adequately
competent and there are clearly too many Scheme contractors and workers authorised to do
the work who, in the main, are not aware of either the procedures or their responsibilities.
Western Power has no policy or plan to assess contractors and workers authorised under the
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scheme. When the inspection process discovers an incorrect connection, the worker is
removed from the scheme but after six months can apply to be re-admitted. This is allowed
without a requirement for the worker to undergo further training or to demonstrate the specific
competencies shown to have been lacking. The removal of a worker from the scheme is a
punishment, but it does not necessarily ensure that the problem has been understood or
resolved or that the worker has rectified the competency deficiency.
If an active and neutral transposition occurs during connection, there is an unacceptably high
probability that it would not be detected by test. A malfunction or an electric shock is the first
indications that anything is amiss. A wrong service connection could lead to a fatality at any
time.
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5.0 Audit Findings and Scheme Shortcomings
Western Power decided to delegate its service connection work to the electrical contracting
industry. It did so without ensuring that the industry is able to satisfy Western Power’s own
responsibility to provide for the safety of the community. The design and implementation of
Western Power’s Scheme suffers the following shortcomings:
1. The workforce involved in making service connections under the Scheme in the main
lacks the specific competencies required. Western Power appears to be unaware of the
gravity of the situation.
2. Too many workers and contractors are accredited under the Scheme. Most of the
workers and contractors rarely, if ever, make a service connection and therefore do not
maintain the required competencies.
3. Western Power has no plan or process to ensure that the workforce is competent. The
employer and Western Power audits in their present state will not achieve such an
outcome.
4. The scheme is essentially an open loop process. Apart from a cross matching of service
connections with electrical worker numbers, there is no step in the process to review the
service connection test results. The test form itself provides the tester with the values to
expect for test readings, which could conceivably influence the results.
5. There is no process of reviewing and improving the system; on the contrary Western
Power has demonstrated that it is resistant to any change even when the evidence
suggests that it is needed.
6. There is no transparent process to re-train, re-assess the competency of and re-register
workers removed from the scheme because of a non-compliance.
7. Although the number of meter connections being made by persons who are not
authorised under the scheme has reduced very substantially, the problem still remains.
8. Although Western Power conducts regular clerical audits of contractors, they are
ineffective.
Western Power has not responded properly to the many incidents that have occurred since
the introduction of the Scheme. Since the Scheme was introduced in April 2007 fifteen
incidents have led to workers being removed from the scheme, but no change to the scheme
itself has been contemplated.
Avoidance of electrocutions from unsafe service connections has, and continues to be, a
matter of luck.
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6.0 Conclusions
This audit has concluded that it would be unacceptable for the Scheme to continue without
there being improvements made to address the following areas of deficiency:
1. The competency of the Scheme workforce of electrical contractors and workers is
unsatisfactory.
2. The audits are technically inadequate and not being properly conducted.
3. The economic goal has been allowed to prevail over the safety goal.
4. Monitoring and control is inadequate.
5. There is a lack of continuous system improvement.
6. Instructions and test forms are inadequate.
7. The removal and re-admission of workers and contractors lacks transparency including a
need for re-training or demonstration of knowledge and competency.
8. The issue of former “H” Accredited workers who did not transfer to the Scheme has not
been adequately addressed.
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7.0 Recommendations
The recommendations made in the audit are:
Recommendation 1: All service connect scheme workers must be trained and assessed as
competent in the testing of service apparatus. Workers who are not trained and assessed as
competent must be removed from the scheme.
Recommendation 2: Western Power must re-test all new service connections until
competency of service connect scheme workers can be assured.
Recommendation 3: Workers must be removed from the service connect scheme where
they do not regularly carry out service connections.
Recommendation 4: Western Power must ensure that its scheme members comply with
the scheme (through regular audits including assessing the competence of the workers to
carry out correct testing). Non complying members and workers must be removed form the
Scheme and not reinstated to the scheme until they are assessed as competent and
Western Power can be confident that further non compliances won’t occur.
Recommendation 5: All contractors who nominate for the service connect scheme must
undertake Appropriate training and pass a competency assessment.
Recommendation 6: Western Power must implement a comprehensive audit process and
plan for the service connect scheme including an audit of the competence of the scheme
participants to meet the management and testing requirements.
Recommendation 7: The scheme shall ensure separation between the manager of the
scheme and the worker. For single person contractors, an alternative system which
demonstrates independent separation must be implemented.
Recommendation 8: The scheme shall ensure the worker who carried out the service
connection is not the same person who tests it, and both authorised persons sign the test
form. Where this cannot be achieved, then an alternative system which ensures appropriate
checking must be applied.
Recommendation 9: A final and separate test be introduced to ensure that the installed
earth, the neutral and the conductive parts of the meter enclosure are at zero potential with
respect to true earth. This test is to be conducted when the neutral conductor has been
reinstated after the test and repeated when the installation is finally energised.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Tables and Graphs
Service Connect Workers - Where they came from
Service Connect workers who transferred from Former “H” Accreditation
scheme
1860
Service Connect workers who did not transfer from the "H" Accreditation
scheme
2281
Total Service Connect workers

4141

Table 1 – The number of workers introduced to the Service Connect Scheme (Western
Power data).

Mail Survey of Service Connect Scheme authorised electrical workers
Number of forms sent
48
Number of responses
37
Previously held "H" Accreditation
25
No service connections carried out in past year
18
No service connections carried out in past month
28
Western Power audit
5
Audit by Employer
5
Employer audit since 1 January 2009
4
No training ever received
23
Training received since introduction of the Service Connect Scheme
(April 2007)
5
Training in new procedures (since January 2009)
0

77%
52%
38%
58%
10%
10%
8%
48%
10%
0%

Table 2 – Summary of results of a worker mail survey. (EnergySafety survey data)

Follow up phone interview with selection from electrical workers
surveyed
Follow up call made
Has made a service connection
Last service connection within 1 month
Understood responsibilities
Use correct test form
Use independent earth

7
7
1
4
5
3

15%
100%
14%
57%
71%
43%

Table 3 – Summary of follow up telephone calls with surveyed workers (EnergySafety
survey data).
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Interview of electrical contractors
Number of electrical contractors interviewed
Comply with requirement to notify worker movements **
Worker audits conducted
Annual audit of workers conducted
Aware of requirement for independent earth
Have correct forms available or know where to find them

9
3
1
1
3
4

60%
11%
11%
33%
44%

** of the five who employ 10 or more workers
Table 4 – Summary of results of interviewers with contractors (EnergySafety survey
data).

Table 5 – Contractor audits conducted by Western Power (Western Power data).
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Workers registered with contractors - Summary Statistics

Workers

Contractors

Per
Contractor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
17
18
20
22
26
28
35
52

Total
1497
414
216
152
105
54
70
64
54
40
77
36
42
16
34
36
20
22
26
28
35
52

Percent
48%
13%
7%
5%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%

Total
1497
207
72
38
21
9
10
8
6
4
7
3
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Percent
78.96%
10.92%
3.80%
2.00%
1.11%
0.47%
0.53%
0.42%
0.32%
0.21%
0.37%
0.16%
0.16%
0.05%
0.11%
0.11%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%

Total

3090

100%

1896

100.00%

Nomination
Pending *

1051

Total

4141

Cumulative
78.96%
89.87%
93.67%
95.68%
96.78%
97.26%
97.78%
98.21%
98.52%
98.73%
99.10%
99.26%
99.42%
99.47%
99.58%
99.68%
99.74%
99.79%
99.84%
99.89%
99.95%
100.00%

* Registered with Service Connect but no contractor nominated

Table 6 – Relationships between Service Connect Scheme workers and electrical
contractors (Western Power data).
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CET Training in Service Connect.
Year
2007
2008
2009
2010

Students trained
95
155
198
301

Table 7 – Service Connect training conducted by the College of Electrical Training
since the introduction of the scheme in April 2007 (Data supplied by College of
Electrical Training).

H Accredited Workers - Where they went
"H" Accredited workers who transferred to Service Connect
"H" Accredited workers who did not transfer to Service Connect
Uncertain - No license Number recorded

1860
790
343

Total "H" Accredited workers

2993

Table 8 – The number of workers who moved from the “H” Accreditation Scheme to
the Service Connect Scheme or elsewhere. (Western Power data)

Trend of reported unsafe meter connections
Year
2007
2008
2009

Number
4
5
7

Table 9 – Annual statistics of reported events. (EnergySafety reported incident data)
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Service Connect System - Data mismatches indicating no Service Connect Registration

140

120

Number of Cases

100

Trend R2 = 0.9867
80
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Average September - December

40

20
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Graph 1 – Trend of data mismatches (From Western Power data).
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Appendix B – Service Connect Scheme Process Flow Chart
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Diagram 1 – Service Connect Scheme Process Flow Chart
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Appendix C – Western Power Contractor Audit Forms
C1

Audit of Multiple Employee Contractors by Western Power
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C2

Audit of Single Person Contractor by Western Power
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Appendix D – Western Power Documents
D1

Connection Scheme Registration Process Western Power
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D2

Service Connect Scheme Guidelines Western Power
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